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Have U.S. Exports Been Larger
Than Reported?
N LATE 1987, the U.S. Commerce Department
announced that in its monthly trade reports, ex-
ports to Canada would hencefoi-th use Canadian
customs dataon imports from the United States
rather than U.S. export data. The rationale forthis
procedut-e is the documented inaccuracy since
1970 of U.S. customs data for exports to Canada.
The discrepancies between the U.S. and Canadian
data have become substantial both in absolute
terms — nearly $11 billion in 1986 — and in terms
of their effect on the U.S. trade balance — a 4E
percent reduction in the 1986 U.S. trade deficit
with Canada. While these errors are corrected in
the annual reconciliation of t].S-Canadian trade
data, their persistence raises a broader question:
Are U.S. exports to other countries similarly
understated?
This possibility raises some important political
and economic issues. In recent years, the trade
balance has been the focus of much economic
policy debate, rivaling or complementing such
traditional domestic issues as employment, in-
flation and growth. In this context, isolating large
understatements in U.S. merchandise export data
is clearly a topic with important policy
implications.
In this article, the relationship between export
underreporting and the statistical discrepancy in
the balance of payments, which also rose from
insignificance to prominence during the 1970s, is
developed and is used to assess the validity of






The first postwar U.S. trade deficit did not occui
until 1971, a quarter of a century after World War
II. During the early 1970s, the U.S. merchandise
trade account alternated between deficits and
surpluses; despite the comparatively weakgrowth
of U.S. merchandise exports relative to imports,
however, the declining U.S. current account bal-
ance remained in surplus duting most years until
198E, primarily because of strong income from U.S.
foreign investments.
Along with the declining current account bal-
ance, apersistently large discrepancy arose be-
tween the current and capital account balances.
Since the first OPEC embargo in 1973—74, this dis-4
crepancyhas averaged nearly SEE billion.’ Before
1975, it had been generally small and negative,
averaging —$1.1 billion from 1960 to 1974. The
relation between the current account balatice,
errors in exports and the statistical discrepancy
can be lllustrated by reviewing balance of pay-
ments accounting.’
The Rudiments ofBalance of
Payments Accounting
Balance ofpayments accounting is structured
by two basic principles: double-entry accounting
and equality between net sales minus gifts and the
change in financial claims. Balance ofpayments
accounts record a country’s sales (exports) and
purchases (imports) ofgoods and services plus
transfers to foreigners as well as its lending to
(capital exports) and borrowing from capital im-
ports) other countries. The sum of goods and ser-
vices purchased and sold to foreigners, minus
transfers, in agiven period is called the current
account balance; the concomitant change during
the same period in the country’s financial position
due to capital outflows and inflows is called its
capital account balance. Oftentimes, discussion
focuses on bilateral balances — for example, be-
tween the United States and Japan; however,
countries generally have surpluses with some
countries and deficits with others, and the overall
balance with all countries is the most informative
measure of a country’s international economic
condition. An illustration ofthese principles in a
three-country example will highlight the offsetting
equality ofthe current and capital account bal-
ances assuming they are completely and accurately
measured.
An Illustration ofBalance of
Payments Accounting
Suppose that total world merchandise trade
during aquarter consisted ofa $1 million com-
puter sold by the United States to Japan and
$300,000 worth of crystalimported by the United
States from Ireland, each paid for with short-term
‘Throughout this article, thestatistical discrepancy reported will
be the ‘total discrepancy” — that is, the statistical discrepancy
as it would be without the reconciliation adjustment tor unre-
portedtrade with Canada.
‘For a more detailed discussion of balance of payments account-
ing, see chapter 15, “The Balance of Payments and Foreign
Exchange Rate,” in Caves and Jones (1981). For an application
ofthese principles to the U.S. trade deficit, see Chrystal and
Wood (1988).
notes. These lOUs are capital impor-ts (inflows) of
the borrowers and capital exports outflows) of the
lenders. Suppose also that a cor-poration in li-c—
land, owned by U.S. residents, had profits dur-ing
the period of $80,000, $50,000 of which remained
with the subsidiary as retained earnings and
$30,000 of which wet-c paid to the U.S. owners out
ofthe firm’s deposits in a U.S. bank. The profits of
the Irish firm, in effect, ar-e the payment for- the
useof machines, buildings and financial resour’ces
that the U.S. owners have sent to Ireland — capital
services exported by the United States to Ireland.
‘the balance of payments for each of the three
countries duting the quarter is shown in figure 1.
Same Accounting Principles. The figure dis-
plays the transactions between the three countries
in the T-accounts in the upper panel. Every trans-
action is entered twice, usually as a debit and a
credit but also in a variety of other ways, depend-
ing on the transaction. Forexample, for the U.S.
owned Ir-ish firm’s transactions, an $80,000 debit
for capital services imported~a minus $30,000
debit for U.S. bank deposits dr-awn down, and a
plus $50,000 credit for the reinvested ietained
earnings are the entries in the Irish accounts,
while the opposite, balancing entries appeat in
the U.S. accounts. Note that debits (left-hand side
of T-account) are entered with negative signs in
the balance ofpayments (lower- panel), while
credits (right-hand side of T-accounts) are entered
with positive signs. For example, the computer
exported by the United States to Japan appear’s as
a credit (export) in the U.S. current account and a
debit (import) in the Japanese current account. In
contrast, in the capital account, capital outflows
(exports) appear with anegative sign while capital
inflows imports) appear with apositive sign.
Thus, the Japanese note paying for’ the computer
appears as a debit (capital export) in the U.S. capi-
tal account and acredit (capital import) in the
Japanese capital account.
The Balance ofPayments Identity. When the
transactions for each country are summed up, the
resulting statement is the balance of payments56
shown in the lower pane) of figure 1. Since goods
and services exports (imports) have positive (nega-
tive) signs in the current account balance while
capital exports (imports) have negative positive)
signs, the current account balance (CAB) is equal
and opposite in sign to the capital account bal-
ance (KAB) for- each country. ‘t’his essential iden-
tity ofbalance ofpayments accounting,
(1) CAB + KAB 0,
must hold as long as the international transac-
tions are properly and completely recorded, as
they are in figure 1. In otherwords, if there is a
trade surplus, CAB> 0, there must be a capital
deficit (net capital outflow) of an equal absolute
amount, NAB = — CAB <0, and vice versa.
The common sense of this fundamental identity
is that if acountry sells mote goods and services
to foreigners than it buys from them, foreigners
must balance this shortfall with real assets and
financial claims on themselves — equities, real
property, bonds and money? Consequently, the
balance ofpayments statistical discrepancy for
each country in figure 1, acorrection equal to the
sum of CAB and NABwith the opposite sign, is
zero.
In the example in figure 1, the United States has
an overall current account surplus ($780,000), but
it has a trade deficitwith Ireland ($EEO,000) and a
trade surplus with Japan ($1,000,000). tf reporting
errors or omissions are made with any country,
they will show up in either- the statistical discrep-
ancy, the world current account balance or both.
To see why, consider- what happens when report-
ing errors are made.
The Effects ofErrors in Repofled Exports. In
practice, the statistical discrepancy typically is not
zero; errors or omissions in the data result in a
nonzero discrepancy. For example, suppose the
U.S. exporter had filed export documents listing
the computer- sale incorrectly as $900,000 while
the earnings of the trish firm are correctly given as
$80,000. If no offsetting errors wet-c made, the U.S.
balance of payments would be as shown in figure
E, panel a. In this case, thete is a statistical dis-
‘This is, ofcourse, the same rule which describes any voluntary
exchange between two people. Any imbalance in the value of
goods and services received over time is equal and opposite in
sign to the net value of tinancial tlows between them. Each
person gives to the other a collection of goods, money and
assets equal in value to what he receives,
crepancy equal to the export underreporting,
$100,000. Such errors can be labeled relative er-
rors: they affect the current account balance (e) or
capital account balance (K) relative to each other
causing astatistical discrepancy of equal magni-
tude and opposite sign.
Alternatively, some errors affect both current
and capital accounts. For’ example, suppose the $1
million computer export was correctly reported,
but the $80,000 earnings of the U.S. owned firm in
Ireland were not reported. As a result, the rise in
U.S. claims on Ireland ($50,000) also would be un-
reported in the United States as shown in panel b
offigure 2. In this case, the U.S. statistical discrep-
ancy would be $30,000 because ofthe documented
(bank reports) decline in trish-owned U.S. assets;
however, the other $50,000 of the U.S. export un-
derstatement would be offset so that the levels of
both current and capital balances are understated
by the absolute amount of this err-or) $50,000. That
is, the unreported $50,000 in retained earnings —
unrepot-ted service income on cut-rent account —
is matched by the unreported $50,000 reinvested
in the firm — unreported capital outflow on capi-
tal account. These offsetting errors, denoted by a,
can be called absolute errors since they change
the absolute level ofboth current and capital ac-
counts. They do not affect the telative levels ofthe
two accounts; thus, they have no effect on the
statistical discrepancy.
The general relation ofthe r’eported balance of
payments data with the actual trade and financial
transactions can then be summarized as follows:
(2) CAB CAB + r + a
(3) NAB = NAB + K — a
where the “j’ ‘indicates the reported data, e and
K are relative ert-ors in the reported CAB and NAB,
respectively, and a is an absolute error’. The logic
of the accounting conventions requires that
CAB + KAB + SD 0,
so the statistical discrepancy (SD) is defined as the
negative of the sum of the reported balances,
(4) SI) —[CAB + NAB).7
From (2), (3) and (4),
SD = —[CAB+s+a+KAB+rc—aJ,
so that, by (1), SD is simply the negative of the sum
of the relative errors, r and ~ that is,
(5) SD —[c+K}.
While absolute errors (a) do not affect any coun-
try’s balance of payments discrepancy, such errors
‘In macroeconomic theory,this is referred to as Walras’ Lawof
Markets — the sum of trades(planned or actual) must be zero
— with excessdemands (+) and supplies(~)cancelling. See
Patinkin, (1965) pp. 34—36.
do show up in the world balance ofpayments
totals. Panel a offigure 3 shows that, with no re-
porting en-ors, the current account balance of the
world is zero. The common sense ofthis is that for
the total trading system, the surpluses of the na-
tions with more exports than imports must bal-
ance the deficits ofthe nations with less exports
than imports.’ Panel b offigure 3 shows that with
relative current account errors )s), the U.S. export9
underreporting results in figure 2, panel a in an
equivalent deviation from the logical world zero
current account balance. Finally, panel c shows
that both the absolute (a) and relative (E) errors —
the unreported U.S-owned Irish firm’s $50,000
retained earnings in figure 2, panel b and the
$30,000 of unreported dividends — are reflected in
theworld CAB even though the U.S. SD shows only
the relative ($30,000) error.
Some indirect evidence on the world current
account discrepancy (see shaded insert) implies
that the U.S. current account reflects both absolute
(a) and telative (s) errors, a mix illustrated in the
distribution of the proflts of the U.S-owned Irish
corporation in figures 2 and 3? By its definition in
identity 5, the U.S. balance of payments statistical
discrepancy reflects only relative errors. Still, the
indirect implication of unreported U.S. investment
‘In testimonybefore the Joint EconomicCommittee, Heller
(1984), p. 67, arguedthat such unreported investmentearnings
might be largeenough to offset the reported CAB deficit:
Thereis some reasonto believe that the bulk of theunrecorded
transactions is due to an underrecording ofreceipts ofservice
items such as reinvestedearnings abroad, investment income
and fees, Consequently, the u.s. currentaccount deficit, if
measuredproperly, is likely 10 have been substantiallysmaller
than indicated by the officially reported data. Thus it is entirely
possible that the u.s. was in substantial currentaccount surplus
in 1983.
Stekler provides evidence that U.S. service exports are under-
stated because of unreported interest; she uses differences
between the data on U.S. claimson foreigners from three non-
Treasury sources and the U.S. Treasury International Capital
Reporting System (TIC) to generate estimatesof unreported
foreignsource interest income. Her estimates suggest that
unreported interest income wassubstantial duringthe early
1980s:
Insummary, in the threecases wheredata on U.S. claimson
foreigners from theTIC reports can be compared with data from
othersourcesit appears that theTIC data seriously understate
U.S. claims. Thesize of thediscrepancy between the data
sourcescan only beroughlymeasured, but for example, a total
on the orderof $100 billionwould not seem impossible.This
would implythat u.s. interest receiptsare underestimated by
about$12 billion ayear currently (assuming an averagereturn of
12 percent). Stekler (1984), p. 7.1011
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earnings is that U.S. exports have been under-
stated during the 1980s and that this understate-
ment is reflected partly (c) in the U.S. statistical
discrepancy. It is especially noteworthy how large
and persistent both the statistical discrepancy and
the world current account balance have been
since the mid-1970s.
The (]~5. Balance of Pannents
Statistical Discrepancy: 196O~8G
As chart 1 shows, the statistical discrepancy has
become quite large since the mid-1970s. Twover-
sions of the discrepancy are shown in chart 1: the
reported SD )SDFIA1’) and the total SD (SDTOT).
SDTOTincludes the discrepancy due to U.S.
underreporting of U.S. exports to Canada. SDHAT
has been purged ofthis error- by the annual recon-
ciliation agreed upon between the U.S. Census
Bureau ofthe Commerce Department and its Ca-
nadian counterpart, Statistics Canada.
The persistence oflarge positive values of the
statistical discrepancy from 1975 onward suggests
that there are non-random errors in the U.S. bal-
ance ofpayments data. From the definition of the
statistical discrepancy in identity 5, the expected
value of this summation oferrors and omissions in
each year- would be zero, ~f such errors and omis-
sions were not systematic. Thus, over-several year’s’
observations, the mean ofthe statistical discrep-
ancy would tend to be close to zero. Absent sys-
ternatic error’s, a decline in the data’s reliability
might causewider fluctuations in the SD; persist-
ent positive SDs since the mid-1970s, however,
suggest systematic errors.
The Source of theStatistical
Discrepancy: Capital or Current
Account Errors?
By its definition in identity 5, the statistical dis-
crepancy must be due to either relative overstate-
ment )r) of the current account deficit or relative
understatement (K of the capital account surplus.
Ifcapital account errors are responsible for- the SD,
capital inflows must have been persistently under-
stated: as equation 4 shows, the capital surplus
would have to be increased in order to drive SD to
zero.6
6From a strictly logical point of view, there is also the possibility of
overstatement of U.S. grosscapital outflows — that is, an exag-
geration of U.S. investment abroad; however, there is neither
empirical evidence norapriori behavioralfoundation for its
occurrence.12
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NOTE: The reported statistical discrepancy, SDHAT, reflects the U.S-Canadian merchandise trade
reconciliation; the unreconciled statistical discrepancy, SDTOT, is the statistical discrepancy as it would
be without the U.S-Canadian reconciliation.
.~
Although most observers argue that capital ac- and individuals, and they have strong incentives
count understatements are to blame forthe SD’s to report them since the interest payments to ser-
large deviations, this hypothesis is implausible vice these debts are tax-deductible. This supposi-
from abehavioral standpoint.7 Capital inflows tion has been supported by the IMF Wor-king
primarily r-epresent increases in debt for- U.S. firms Group’s study, The World Current Account DEs-
7The Department of Commerce intimates that the statistical
discrepancy is likely to be relative capital account errors (K): “If
one assumesthat a large partof cumulative net unrecorded
inflows of about $140 billion from 1979 through 1984 was
accounted forby capital inflows, foreignassets would have
been understated by thatamount Jack Bame, quoted in
Scholl (1984), p. 26. Stekler(1983), p.3, observes that “When
the Interagency Work Groupon the Statistical Discrepancywas
set up in mid-1980, it wasassumed that the bulk of the huge
positive statistical discrepancy in 1979 and 1980 wasac-
counted for by unrecorded capital inflows.” Amuzegar (1988),
p. 18, aformer IMFExecutive Director, reinforcesthis:”..
capital inflows into the United States areprobably under-
recorded.” Pluckhahn (1988) reports thatCommerce officials
still downplaythe notion of current account errors explaining
the discrepancy: “More likely, they say, capital flow statistics —
measuring international financialtransactions — have not kept
up with the ongoing deregulation offinancial markets.” That SD
has been KAB error is alsoassumed in textbookdiscussions,
such asKrugman and Obstfeld (1988), p. 299, and empirical
applicationsof the balance of payments data; for example, see
Hooper and Morton (1982), p. 45: “The sum of the current
account plus official intervention purchases ofdomestic cur-
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crepancv, and by the Internal Revenue Sen’ice
(1979) study of U.S. domestic unreported income.
The Womking Group found that bor-rowers world-
wide do consistently report international capital
inflows, while lenders have been found consist-
ently to unden-eport their capital exports:
The main result ofanalyzing thc gaps in portfolio
investment income repor-ting is that the discrep-
ancy m-esults mainly from the understatement of
r-eceipls hy the pi-ivate nonhank sector amid that
this deficiency is widespread acr-oss countries.’
Unrepor-ted capital inflows ar-cthe requisite
explanation if the U.S. SD is due to capital account
i-dative errors (K); yet, debt incm-ements have been
found to be dependably reported. Unreported
capital inflows would be inconsistent with both
worldwide findings and the debtors’ tax-
minimizing incentives to report such debt incre-
ments. Ifanything, the IMF finding suggests that
the capital account may be oversraied because
sonic capital outflows associated with reinvested
earnings may be unr-eported.’
Conver-sely, ifU.S. merchandise exports can be
shown to be undem-stated generally — as they have
been in the specific case of Canada — then under-
statement of the CAB is a plausible culpmit. ‘there
ar-c three behavioral foundations for U.S. export
understatement. First, is simple negligence or- the
costs of reporting, especially if the penalties for
nonr’eporting ar-csmall. Second, seller-s have an
incentive to underreport sales because, ifunde-
tected, it reduces their taxable income. Third, the
United States imposes restrictions on about 40
percent of U.S-manufactured merchandise ex-
ports; to avoid outright export prohibitions or
reduce the higher- costs imposed on foreign buy-
ers of U.S. machinery by such restrictions, some
unreported sales are likely.”
LS~MERCHANDISE EXPORTS: THE




In principle, as illustrated in the balance of pay-
merits figures 1—3, U.S. exports could be measured
by U.S. data or country-of-destination import data.
Yet, beginning in 1970, the U.S. Commerce Depart-
ment has documented a persistent understate-
ment of U.S. exports to Canada. Referred to as
“undocumented exports,” the extent of this prob-
lem is i-evealed in the annual reconciliation of U.S.
and Canadian trade data through comparisons of
U.S. export and Canadian import data.”
‘International MonetaryFund (1987), p. 78. Consistent with
these IMF findings indirectly implicating U.S. investors, Stekler
(1984), p.3, observes that:
Some have argued that since theUnited States accountsfor
about 20 percent of worldservices exports, that the United
States probably accounts for thesame share of theglobal
services discrepancy ($15 billion in 1982).
‘Notethat in the 1980s, while the world currentaccount discrep’
ancy hasbeen asubstantial deficit, the world merchandise
discrepancy hasbeen slightly in surplus; see table a in the
shaded insert, The world current account discrepancy and the
large U.S. holding of foreign assets createsa presumption that
U.S. service exports are understated. By itself, this providesa
counter argumentto the claim that unreportedcapital inflows
arethe explanationfor thestatistical discrepancy. In contrast,
the absence of a worldwide merchandiseexport understate-
ment doesnot in and of itself imply anything about errors in
U.S. merchandise exports data.
“The first explanation is documented by the CommerceDepart-
ment and is oneof the reasons implied for the late 1 960s
episode of export underreporting in the United Kingdom. See
“Under-recording of exports” (1969). The second has been
substantiated by the IMF Working Party Reporton the World
CurrentAccount Discrepancy, by the IRS (1979) study of unre-
ported U.S. income, in the OECD study by Veil (1982) and in
Stekler (1983). The third coniecture receives avariety of sup-
porting argument in terms ofcosts and competitive disadvan-
tageimposed on U.S. producers in the National Academy of
Sciences (1987)study of U.S. export controls.
“For example, the cover page of the U.S. Department ofCom-
merce release, “Summaryof U.S. Export and Import Merchan-
diseTrade’ for March 1987 described the discrepancy in
export reportingas follows:
The annual tradedata reconciliationstudy with Canada(sched-
uledfor release in June) indicates asubstantial and growing
undercounl of exports from the United States to canada in 1 986,
amounting to approximately 20 percent. This is due primarily to
the non-filing of export documentswith the U.S. Customs Ser-
vice. A number ofioint U.S/canadian effortsare underway to
address this issue (informational mailings, bilateral collection of
export documents,data exchange, etc.). The annual reconcilia-
tionstudies also confirm that import data are moreaccuratethan
export data.
See alsoDaily Report for Executivesfor August 5, 1987. Such
discrepancies are not unprecedented — see below,table 2 and
footnotes 21, 22, 24 and 25. Moregenerally, smuggling is a
topic of longstanding interestto economists, both theoretically
and empirically — see Bhagwati (1974). In industrial countries,
the United Kingdom documenteda pervasive period of export
understatementin the late I960s, amounting to about3 per-
cent of exports and, more significantly, as high as 58.2percent
ofthe reportedtrade balance in 1966. See “Underrecording of
Exports’ (1969), p. 667. While greatly reduced fromthe trou-
blesome levels ofthe late 1 960s, export underreporting in the
United Kingdom continuesand is accommodated in thena-
tional income accounts by a 1 percent allowance in exports in
the CIF/FAS conversion procedure(private correspondence,
Stephen Wright, Bank of England). There is also evidence that
the Canadian export dataare subject to similar lapses: During
1978—79, arefinery in New Brunswickdid not file customs
reports on exports to the United States; this resulted in a $700
million understatement in petroleum products exported by ship
to the United States. See Rose (1979).
c,cn,,ac~nrtnerrr~ ., coo14
Table 1
U.S.-Canadian Merchandise Trade, 1980-86 (billions of dollars)
Northbound Trade’ SouthboundTrade’ U.S--Canadian Trade Balances’
Canadian U.S.
U.S. imports imports’ Canadian U.S. Canadian
exports Undocumented’ (FAS) (FAS) exports compiled compiled Reconciled
1980 5354 S49 $41.2 $41 2 $41 1 $6.1 $0.2 Si 4
1981 396 5.0 452 45.9 465 6.9 12 2.8
1982 337 42 385 45.9 46.5 128 7.9 97
1983 382 5.1 44.2 515 53.8 139 99 117
1984 465 53 530 65.6 663 20.0 12.4 15.4
1985 473 60 546 681 68.3 217 136 15.7
1986 453 102 561 573 672 229 11.4 133
Reporteo exports and Imports from IMF Directions ofTrade Statistics Yearbook. 1987.
:tJ S -Canadian fradeba1ances from U S Bureauof census, Department of Commerce Reconcsiation of Canada-United States
Merchancise Trade 1986
Undocumented exports from U.S Departmentof Commerce (1967b) table 14.
-US FAS imports sstimated from OF data. ad~usledusing 20 percent OF FAS margin, this choice is based on a comparison of
FAS and OF canadian irriport data in the 1980s. see footnote 14
The persistent understatement of U.S. exports to
Canada and the resulting overstatement of the U.S.
bilateral trade deficit with Canada in the lOSOs is
shown in table 1.‘T’he first five columns in the
body of thetable show the northbound ttade (U.S.
exports/Canadian imports) and southbound trade
(U.S. imports/Canadian expomts) as recorded by
each of the countries’ customs authorities, and
their reconciled estimate of undocumented U.S.
exports. While the southbound trade evinces no
substantive disparities between the U.S. and Cana-
dian data, the northbound trade data exhibit dif-
ferences ranging from 14 percent to 24 percent of
the U.S. export figures. As the undocumented ex-
ports column shows, most of this discrepancy has
been acknowledged by the U.S. authorities as an
under-statement of exports. The sum of the com-
piled and undocumented U.S. exports approxi-
mate the Canadian import data, indicating that
the Canadian import dataare a farsuperior gauge
of U.S. exports.
The last three columns ofthe table show the
bilateral trade balances during the 1980s as com-
piled by each country and as reconciled during
conferences between their respective customs
authorities. Of course, the under-statement of cx-
“Computed from data in U.S. Department ofCommerce
(1987b), Table 14.
ports results in an underestimate of the U.S. trade
balance — that is, an overstatement of the trade
deficit. The acknowledged U.S. errors — U.S. ex-
ports — ranged fiom 27 percent to 80 percent of
the U.S-compiled bilateral deficit with Canada
and from 4 percent to 19 percent of the U.S.-
compiled total trade deficit with the world in the
1980s.”
In summary, the Canadian dataare substan-
tially more accurate than the U.S. data as the rec-
onciled bilateral balance is far closer to the initial
Canadian balance. Mom-c generally) these docu-
mented errors suggest that other country-of-
destination import data may also offer- a superior
alternative to U.S. export data.
Two Problems with Using
Country-of-Destination Import Data
to Estithate US Exports
There are two basic problems with using
country-of-destination import data. First, most
import data are reported CIF (Cost + Insurance
+ Freight), while export data are reported FAS
(Free Alongside Ship) — that is, not including in-
t~flC~Ai crro~i~uc case, IW Or t.,~~15
surance and freight charges.” These CIF impott
data must be adjusted to approximate the FAS
export data.’4 This adjustment has been the sub-
ject of some research with inconclusive r-esults.”
Second, there is the issue of smuggling, especially
in less-developed or nonindustm’ial countries, in
which the omitted imports in the country-of-
destination data could well exceed the omitted
expotts in the export data.’6
Choosing the CIF/E4S Margin. One solution to
the first problem is simply to choose a reasonable
CtF/FAS margin to conver-t CIF data to FAS data.
That is, the adjustment should make sense in light
ofwhat is known, at least anecdotally, about
freight amid insut-ance charges, hut should not bias
statistical tests of the export understatement
hypothesis.
The evidence suggests a true margin for the
industrial countries well below the 10 percent
tmaditionally used by the IMF iii its Directions of
Trade Statistics (DOTS) data on bilateral merchan-
dise trade. Fot example, the ItS. Commerce De-
partment reports that, for U.S. imports, the average
CIF-FAS margin is 5.2 percent; the Batik ofEngland
estimates 5.0 percent for U.K. imports; the Bank of
Netherlands estimates a 5.6 percent CIF/FAS mar-
gin for- Dutch impotts during 1980—87; and Geraci
and Pr-ewo (19771 found a 5.2 percent tr’ansport
margin for intra-European trade in 1970.” For the
15 countries in DOTS (see footnote 14)which re-
port both FAS and CtFimport data, the computed
mat-gins foi the 1 9305 range from 2.4 percent for
Canada to 20 percent for Peru, Solomon tslands
and Zambia.
tn general, these computed CtF’/t-’AS mar-gins
wet-clower for’ industrial than for nonindustrial
countt-ies and for countries whose trade is pre-
dominantly with nearby trading partners.” For
example, Mexico, a nonindustrial countiy, has a
relatively low 4.6 lJercent margin, while Australia,
an industrial country, has a moderate, but higher-
10.0 percent margin. Mexico’s margin is kept low
by short transport lines with the United States
fr’om which it obtains tiear’lv two—thirds of its i-c—
ported imports; Austr-alias margin is raised by its
relativel~’ long transport lines with North America
arid Eur-ope from which it obtains more than half
its impor-t 5
In light of the repor-ted estimates and the com-
puted CIF-FAS ratios, the empirical tests in this
at-tide assume that the CtF/F’AS margin for indus-
trial countries is 5.2 percent, the same as the aver-
age computed by the Commnet-ce Department for
all U.S. imports.”
“Anotherreporting valuation, FOB (Free On Board) is frequently
used asa synonym forFAS as it will be here. Strictly, FAS and
FOBdiffer by the amount of loading and cargohandling
charges includedin the latter.
“Of the 151 IMF membercountries whose bilateral trading
volumes arecovered in the Directions ofTrade Statistics, 15
countries report imports FAS: Australia, Bermuda, Canada,
Dominican Republic, Mexico, Papua NewGuinea, Paraguay,
Peru, Poland, Romania, Solomon Islands, South Africa, Vene-
zuela, Zambia, Zimbabwe. Moreover, the IMF’s annual IFS
Yearbook reportsCIF/FAS margins foreach ofthe member
countries; however, these margins aremultilateral and cannot
be used to isolatethe appropriate margin on imports from the
UnitedStates,
“Sinceinsurance and freight are services, theyshould not
appear in the merchandise trade account; moreover, these
services may be rendered bya domesticora foreign seller.
Thus, theymust be removed from the import data in order to
make valid comparisons. See Geraci and Prewo(1977) and
Yeats (1978).
“Foran important collection of theoretical and empirical papers
on this issue, see Bhagwati (1974).
“TheU.S. CIF/FAS margin was published in DailyReport for
Executives, No. 159,August 19, 1987, p.2. The U.K. margin
was obtained by telephone from Gordon Midgely of the Bank of
England and the Dutch estimatewas suppliedby M. van
Nieuwkerk and A.C.J. Stokman of De Nederlandsche Bank in
private correspondence.
“Both of these tendenciesconcur with the findings of Geraciand
Prewo (1977); however, their point estimates (basedon 1970
OECD data) are much higher: for example, 13.8 percentfor UK
imports, 22.9 percentfor Canadian imports and 18.3 percent
for U.S. imports; however, their estimates wereobtained from
the ratioof CIF imports in country of destination to FASexports
in country of origin. If, as weargue here, exports are under-
stated, their approximation to the CIF/FAS margin will be
biased upward. See Yeats(1978),
“This margin alsoconforms with anecdotal evidence on current
U.S. shipping chargesand insurance ratesfor both trans-
Atlantic and trans-Pacific routes, Intact, it is actually somewhat
high relative to examples of transport andinsurance rates for
ocean-shipped containers quoted in the St. Louis area in April
1988: $1400—$1 600 pier-to-pier, for a 40-foot container (2680
cubic feet) Los Angeles to Yokohama, Japan. Examples of
products a 40-foot container could transport include $1 million
worth of small sporting firearms or $80,000 worth of liqueurs.
With insurance at $4 per $1000 of declared value, these exam-
ples would have CIF/FAS margins of 0.6 percent and 2.4
percent, respectively. (I am indebted to Jerry Kausch, Interna-
tional Import-Export Services, St. Louis, for these examples).
Bulk grainshipping rates, conversely, bracket the traditional 10
percent margin. From U.S. Gulf ofMexico ports to Rotterdam,
the Netherlands, large deepdraff bulk carriers ofup to 110,000
tons displacementcharge $1 5/metric ton (April 1988)and
insurance of0.15 percent of value. This implies a 4.95 percent
CIF/FAS margin for soybeans, 16.3 percent for corn and 12.2
percent for hard red winter wheat given their April 1988 prices
permetric ton, $248, $92 and $123, respectively. (lam in-
debtedto John Muller of Bunge Grain Co., St. Louis, for these
examples).16
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Screeningfor Valid Import Data - The other
empirical problem with using country-of-
destination import data to estimate U.S. exports is
that the import data may not be valid. If all coun-
tries’ import data were equally valid, then an esti-
mate of the worldwide U.S. export understatement
could be obtained easily from data on imports
from the United States for all 151 countries in
DOTS. ‘rhe IMF classifies 20 of these countries as
“industrial” and the others as “nonindustrial.”’
Table 2 provides a comparative assessment of the
validity or completeness of the import data ofthe
nonindustrial and industrial countries.
An impartial basis for evaluating the validity of a
country’s import data is to compare its own data
compiling total imports from all of the countries in
the world with the sum of the data compiled by
the IMF of all the individual countries’ exports to
that country. Since countries obtain revenues from
“The20 countries classified asindustrial by the IMF in its DOTS
are Australia, Austria, Belgium-Luxembourg, Canada, Denmark,
Finland, France, Germany, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Japan, the
Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Spain, Sweden, Switzer-
land, the United Kingdom and the United States. (Note that
Belgium and Luxembourg are counted as onecountry.)17
tariffs and police quotas on politically sensitive
imports, a strong presumption exists that import
(IaLa should he nior’e cornplete as in the U.S.—
(:zrnadian case than export data. By this postu-
late, acountry’s trade data can he judged invalid if
its reported FAS impoi-ts are hess than the sum of
world exports to it. I”or exampie, dur ng the t980s,
as shown in tahle 2, the reported level ofworld
expor-ts to Mexico exceeded by 28.5 percent the
level of FAS inrpor-ts from the world r-eported by
Mexico.2’ For’ Gr-eece and the Phillipines, the cor’—
responding shortfalls were 24.2 pet-cent and 12.2
percent, respectively, while for- Panama it was a
whopping 73.4 percent. For nonindustr-ial coun—
tries in the Western Hemisphere, the understate-
ment was 15.3 percent, while for all 131 nonindus-
trial coirntries, it averaged 5.8 pet-cent. Such
underr-epor-ting of imports in developing nations
has been widely documented in the trade litera-
ture and often used as a measure of smuggling
induced by tariffavoidance.”
‘These illustrations are not isolated; they reflect
generally the charactetistics of the nonindustrial
countries’ data. A more systematic analysis it-
jected all but 6 of the 131 nonindustrial countries’
impoit data.” Given these problems, such data ar-c
not useful in testing the relationship between U.S.
export understatement and the U.S. SD.
Applying the same criterion to the industrial
country data results in ageneral acceptance of the
validity of the import data for- 18 of the 20 coun-
tries. Only the data of the Netherlands and Switz-
erland ar-cr’ejected discrepancies statistically
significant at I per-cent let’eh. Excluding these two
countries rnor-e than doubles the aver-agepercent-
age discr’epancy between imports from the wotId
and wor-Id exports to the industr-ial countt-ies from
—1.7 percent to —3.7 percent. These two coun-
tries have a long tr-adition of re-exporting imported
goods, referred to as ‘‘merchanting’’ in the Dutch
data; t-e-expor-ted goods are omitted from their
impor-t data. Consequently, wor-Id expor-ts to them
exceed their recorded net imports by substantial
amounts, as the table shows.”
The exclusion of re-exported goods suggests
that some U.S. expor-ts may simply be unrecorded
anywhere. That is, ifa U.S. shipment to the Nether-
lands that is re-exported by a Dutch merchant to
France is not reported as a Netherlands’ import
ftom the United States, but is measured solely as a
Dutch export to France, foreign import data un-
derstate U.S. exports. The omission of there-
exported goods woirld cause the import-based
estimate of U.S. exports to he understated; how-
ever, it would not cause errors in the two coun-
tries’ own international data.”
Given the evidence of inaccurate import data
illustrated in table 2, the estimates of the U.S. cx-
port understatement and tests of its hypothesized
relationship to the U.S. balance of payments dis-
crepancy employ a data set that includes 17 of the
industrial countries: only the Netherlands, Switz-
“The full discrepancy between the U.S. and Mexican data is
furthercomplicated by the U.S. Commerce Department’srough
estimate that exports to Mexicoare underreported by about 10
percent. (I am indebted to Gerald Kotwas, Assistant Chief
Foreign Trade Division of Census Bureau, U.S. Department of
Commerce, for this estimate.)
“SeeBhagwati (1974), especially Part III — “Partner-Country
Data Comparisons and FakedInvoicing.” Sometimes,the
errors are positive: Probably resulting from ineffective embar-
goes, the level of imports from the world by South Africa has
exceeded acknowledged world exports by an average of33.7
percent during the 1980s. Similarly, the level of Israeli imports
has exceeded acknowledged world exports to Israel by 22.6
percent during the 1980s.
“The generaltesting of the nonindustrial countries was accom-
plished using a three-part screen:
(1) Availability ofdata on imports fromthe UnitedSlates in each
year,1960—86: (2) Substantial tradevolume with the United
States tannual imports from the U.S. ofat least $400 million
1980—86); and (3) Imports (FAS) reported from theworld at least
aslarge asreported world exports to thecountry.
Only 6 ofthe IMF 131 nonindustrial countriespassed this
screen: Indonesia, Israel, Korea, South Africa, Trinidad-
Tobago and Venezuela. These countriesaccounted for only
about 20 percentof U.S. exports to nonindustrial countries and
about 7 percent of total U.S. exports in 1986.
“Net imports areimports lessre-exported goods. The Nether-
lands, for example, does not counta landed shipment of mer-
chandise asa Dutch import if it neither a) changestitle to a
Dutch resident, norb) crossesthe border (i.e. — passes
through customs). Hence, goods landed in the Netherlands
and reexported apparently have been counted by exporting
countriesas an exportto the Netherlands; however, according
to the Bank of the Netherlands, which compiles the Dutchtrade
data. the Netherlandshas not counted them as an import.
“In principle, since the Netherlands and Switzerland report net
exports as well as net imports, the omissionof U.S. exports to
any of them should becaptured in theirexports to othercoun-
tries being similarly understated relativeto the importing coun-
try’s data;that is, the sum ofthe twodiscrepancies should be
approximately zero. This offsetting doesoccur in the datafor
Switzerland but not for the Netherlands tradedata (billions of
dollars) 1980—86 averages:
Discrepancy Discrepancy
between world between world
exports and imports and
country imports country exports Sum
Netherlands 16.00 1.55 17.55
Switzerland 4.20 —5.05 —0.85
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Table 3
U.S. Balance of Payments Statistical Discrepancies, Observed and Adjusted,
1960—86 (billions of dollars)
1960—86 1960—74 1975—86
Standard Standard Standard
Data Mean error t-test’ Mean error t-test Mean error t-test’
SDHAT 8711 52.32 307” 51 d3 5064 225’ 51778 5305 582”
SDTOI 9 03 269 3 36” 1 07 0 58 1 83 2’ 64 3.44 6.28”
SDAI 324 180 IBO ~54 075 376” tOSS 263 412”
SDAINC- 5.67 228 228’ 250 069 364” 1588 313 508”
‘~t estof szal’srrra srgnrrlr~r.r.~ ofmeal SD “‘,rio’cates s’gnrfrcanceat t porccnt level aid rr’drr.ates sgrtr5cance at & porcert leve’
SDTOT aurustea cy U S oxpon c.sc’epar’ry wrtil naust:la’ countries othor thanthe Nether ands and Swrlze’la’-id
SD101 ac~usted by tJ S export orsrropancy w,th-ioustrra courtires otrwr than Ganaaa the Netherlands, ano Swrtzerlano
erland and, of course, the United States are omit-
ted. A detailed descr’iption and listing of the data
ar-e contained in the appendix.
TESTS OF THE UNDERSTATED U2S.
EXPORT HYPOTHESIS
Testing the proposition that U.S. merchandise
exports have been understated employs the dis-
crepancy between country-of-destination import
data and U.S. export data to determine how much,
if any, of SDTOTcan be accounted for’ by under--
repor-ting of U.S. mer-chandise exports.’°First, the
country-of-destination import data are used anal-
ogously to the Commer’ce Department’s use of
Canadian impott data) to revise the U.S. balance of
payments statistical discrepancy data; the mean of
the revised SD series is then tested for’ statistical
significance. Second, r-egression analysis is used to
test whether the export adjustment variable signi-
ficantly explains the U.S. statistical discrepancy.
TheAdjusted 11252 Balance of
Payments Statistical Discrepancy
The U.S. balance of payments statistical discrep-
ancy, as reported in the U.S. balance ofpayments
data, SD, is net of the U.S-Canadian trade discrep-
ancy. The inclusive measure of the discrepancy is
the appropriate form to test its relationship to
export underreporting, since neither U.S. data
art adjusted nor is any country excluded a priori
on the basis of an assumed relationship.
Therefore, we use SDTOT, the inclusive measure
as in chart 1,
(83 SDTOT, SDHAT, — HAUSCA,,
where BAUSCA, is the reconciled adjustment to
the U.S-Canadian merchandise trade balance.” In
otherwords, SDTOT, is the statistical discrepancy
that would exist ifU.S. merchandise trade with
Canada had been compiled, unadjusted, in the
“Since underreported service exports, conjectured in Heller
(1984) and documented in Stekler (1984), also form partof e in
identity 5, a portion of SDs should depend on non-merchandise
export errors,
“See the dataappendix fora moredetailed explanation of
SDTOT. It may appear to be possible to test the relationship
between the dataon the U.S. statistical discrepancy either with
or without the Canadian errors — SDTOT and SDHAT, respec-
tively — against correspondingdata on the U.S. export under
reporting (compiled from the IMF DOTS) with orwithout the
Canadian component— XDI1 7 and XDINC, respectively. Yet,
this cannotbe accomplished consistently because thecorres-
ponding dataarenot available. SDTOT contains the U.S.
errorsascompiled and, likewise, XDI17contains the U.S.-
country-of-destination discrepancies as compiled; however, the
adjustment RAUSCAto obtain SDHATfrom SDTOT in identity
6 removes less thanthe total U.S-Canadianexport discrep-
ancy but alsodeletes someimport discrepancies. This distinc-
tion can be seen in table 1 by comparing the column of undoc-
umented U.S. exports againstthedifference between the U.S.
and the reconciled bilateral trade balance. In each year,
RAUSCA,the differencebetween the U.S. compiled andthe
reconciled trade balance, is asmaller adjustmentthanthe
undocumented exports. Moreover, ascan also be seen in the
table, the undocumented exports agreed upon between the two
countries’ customs authorities do not incorporate the year’s full
differencebetween the U.S. and the Canadian measuresof
northbound tradeasobtained fromthe IMF DOTS. Conse-
quently, RAUSCA adjusts the statistical discrepancy in afash-
ionthat doesnot correspond with deleting the DOTSCanadian
exportdiscrepancy fromthe total 17-country DOTS U.S. export
discrepancy. While the agreed-upon changespredominantly
reflect northbound trade statistics, southbound trade(U.S.
imports) dataare also affected. Data separating RAUSCA into
northbound and southboundchanges are not available, None-
theless, there is ahigh correlation between RAUSCAand the
bilateral U.S-Canadianexport discrepancy fromDOTS during
1970—86: .943; moreover, a regression of SDTOTon XDINC,




U.S. Balance of Payments Statistical Discrepancies,
Total and Adjusted








1960 62 64 68 68 70 72 74 76 78 80 82
NOTE: The adjusted statistical descrepancies are SDTOT less the estimated U.S. export discrepancy:
SDAI is adjusted by the 17-country discrepancy; SDAINC is equal to SDAI with Canada omitted,
same fashion as rner-chandise trade with other
countries.
Using the discr-epancv in the U.S. exports to the
industrial countries’ (less the Netherlands and
Switzerland) XDII7,, an adjusted statistical dis-
cr-epancy, SDAI,, was computed:
SDAI, SDT()T, — XDI17,.
See the appendix for details. To assess the possi-
bility that only the U.S-Canadian export discrep-
ancy is meaningful in the analysis ofSDTOT, ad-
justed SDs both with and without the Canadian
discrepancy — SDAIand SDAINC, respectively, —
are computed and reported in table 3. The mean
and standard errors of means for SDHAT, SDTOT,
SDAI and SDAINC are displayed in table 3 for- the
frill period 1960—86 and for the two subperiods,
before and after’ 1975.
The reported discrepancy in the balance of pay-
ments, SDHAT, averaged about 57 billion while
SDTOTaveraged about $9 billion during the 1960—
86 period, both statistically significant; however,
each was comparatively small and negative during
1960—74 and large and positive during 1975—86.
The industrial country adjusted SDs, SDAI and
SDAINC, are smaller but still substantial and sta-
tistically significant in both subperiods. As chart 2
shows, the industr-ial country discrepancy 1XDII7)
accounts for about halfof the total discrepancy
since 1975. Chart 2 also shows that the non-












Regression Analysis qfthe Relation
Between SD and XD
The mean SDs reported in table 3 for each sub-
period are each statistically significant, and the
industrial country-based adjustment fails to
reduce SDTOT to a level insignificantly different
from zero. Consequently, the non-zero means of
the adjusted SDs imply that other-errors remain,
including underreported service exports not in-
cluded in the DOTS merchandise trade data as
well as unreported merchandise exports to coun-
tries not included in XDII7. Thus, it is still unclear
that the US. merchandise export discrepancy is
substantively related to the SDTOT. A direct way to
test this hypothesis cart be inferred from identity 5.
Identity S implies that aregression ofSDTOT on
XDII7 should have an intercept not significantly
different from zero and apositive, unitary slope
1. the discrepancy is dueentirely to CAB errors, B;
2. these er-mrsarise totally from merchandise
trade export omissions; and
3. U.S. error’s in reported exports to nonindustrial
and thethree omitted industrial countriesare
negligible.
Allowing for shifts in this relationship between the
two subperiods, 1960—74 and 1975—86, we have
(7) SDTOT, = a + bX, + c XDII7, + dx XDII7 +
11,
0, t C 1975
1.., =
1, t I” 1075.
Equation 7 provides three tests of the relation of
SDTOT to XD. First, it permits tests of the rele-
vance of the U.S-industrial country export dis-
crepancy in the significance of the coefficients c
coefficient if each of three conditions art met:
f2~21
and do nXLII 17: Ifunreported U.S. exports of mer—
clian (Iise to ind uslria countries have been the sole
source of SD’t’OT, c should be statistically signi-
ficant and nor significantly difier-ent from unity. On
the other’ hand, if either unreported tJ .S. service
exports or mer-chandise exports to countries not
included in XLIII7 also matter’, then c or’ c+ d)
should be signilicantly larger than unity. IfXl)l17 is
irrelevant to SD’l’O’l’, neither c nor d will he signi-
ficantly different from zero. Second, equation 7per-
mits testing for- the differences in the two subpe—
nods by means of the dummy variable X. Third, it
permits a test ofomitted variables’ relevance in the
significance test of the inter’cept: Ifthe inter-cept is
not significantly difiHrent from zero, then either
omitted variables are highly correlated with XDI17
or they have zero means. The results of the regres-
sion estimates and these specification tests are
r-epom’ted in table 4.
The estimates of specifications )i) — (iv) test the
relevance of the subperiod dummy A.. The F-tests
for- the three specifications with intercept or- slope
dummies ii,iii, iv) against the null hypothesis of no
dummies Ii) indicate that (iii). the specification with
the slope dummy. r-ejects the null hypothesis and is
not rejected by the specification with both slope
and intercept dummies iv). Uniformly, however,
the strong form of the hypothesis — that is, only the
17 industr-ial country merchandise exports are r-ele-
vant and, consequently, that the coefficient on
XDt17 is 1.0 — is rejected by the t-test in the last
column of the table.
Two additional specifications, v and vi, ar-c also
reported in table 4. The specification tests r-equire
theuse ofthe same data in the alternative specifica-
tions i, ii, iii, iv. Yet, their- Durbin-Watson statistics
indicate that specifications iii and iv have negatively
serially correlated residuals. Since this biases the
estimated standard errors of their- coefficients, a
corrected estimate of the pr-eferred specification hi,
designated as specification v, is also reported in
table 4. A comparison of v with iii shows only
negligible differences. Finally, specification vi is a
regression of SDTO’I’ on the non-Canadian export
discrepancy, XDII7NC. The significance of the esti-
mated coefficient d refutes
the contention that only the Canadian export dis—
crepancv is related to SDTOT.
These test r-esults demonstrate that the U.S. ex-
port discrepancy with the industrial countries has
astatistically significant relation with the balance of
payments discrepancy; that is, the claim that U.S.
mer-chandise export underreporting is a cause of
the statistical discr-epancy is not r’ejected. The in-
dustrial coirntry merchandise export discrepancy
is notthe wholestory since the coefficient is greater
than unity; however’, the DOTS nonindustrial data
are of no avail in explaining it.” Consistent with the
IMF study findings see pp. 10—lU, the leading
candidate for’ addition to the model seems to be U.S.
service expor-ts.”
Finally, the coefficients on neither the intercept
nor its dummy variable are significantly different
from zero in the prefer-m-ed specifications (iii, v, vi).
This suggests that if any variables have been omit-
ted — for example, service exports — they are
either highly correlated with the U.S-industrial
countries’ mer-chandise export discrepancy or-have
a mean of zero.
CONCLUSION
U.S. merchandise exports have been under-
reported during 1960—86, primarily during 1975—86.
This unden-eporting, measured by country-of-
destination merchandise imports from the United
States, parallels the export discrepancy docu-
mented by the U.S. Commerce Department for U.S.
exports to Canada since 1970. An estimated export
correction based on industrial countries’ imports
fi-om the United States reduced the statistically
significant U.S. balance of payments discrepancy
from $9 billion to $3.2 billion for 1960—86 and from
$21.6 billion to ~I0.9 billion for the 1975—86 subpe-
nod Mor-eover-, r-egr-ession tests of the industrial-
country import-based adjustment explain most of
the variation in SDTOT during the last 12 year-s.
These r-esults indicate that U.S. exports of mer-chan-
disc and services have been larger than repor-ted
and, consequently, that U.S. merchandise and cur-
rent account deficits have been smaller than re-
ported since the mid-1970s.
“Regressiontests parallel to those reported in table 4 werealso
run on a sample including the selected nonindustrial countries
described in footnote 23. Tests ofthe explanatory power of the
nonindustrial countries against the null specifications omitting
them established that the sample of nonindustrial countries did
not add explanatory power to specifications restrictedto indus-
trial countries.
“See also Heller (1984) and Stekler (1984).22
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Appendix
Data Sources for the U~S. Export Discrepancy and the
U~S Balance of Payments Statistical Discrepancy
The bilateral impor-t and export data were com— States. The estimated U.S.expor-t discrepancy for
piled fr-urn the IMF Directions of’’t’rade Statistics the 17—country sample of industrial m:ountries,
tape and the U.S. balance of payments statistical XDll7, was obtained as follows:
discrepancy was obtained fi-orn inter-national Fi—
nancial Statistics tape.
l’he U.S. export discrepancy was estimated us-
ing 17 industrial countries — the 20 countries 17
classified as industrial In’ the IMF’less the Nether- XDII7, = ~ )MUS,~/I.052l—XUS,~,
lands, Switzer-land and, of course, the United j = 123
where
MUS,~ CIF imports of country j from the
United States inyear t.
XUS,J FAS exports of the United States to
country j in year t.
The included countries in XDI17 are:Australia,
Austr-ia, Belgium-Luxembourg, Canada. I)enmark,
Finland, France, Germany, Iceland, Ir-eland, Italy,
Japan, New Zealand, Norway, Spain, Sweden and
the United Kingdom.
The U.S. balance of payments statistical discrep-
ancy, SD,, was obtained fr-om the IFS tape of the
IMF. Since the reconciled adjustment to thebilat-
eral U.S-Canadian merchandise trade balance is
remoyed from the data 1970—86), the annual U.S.-
Canadian reconciliation, BAUSCA,, is subtracted
fiom the reported SD, SDHAT, to get SDTO’I’,.That
is, from identity 4,
SDHAT — [CAB, + KAB,l + BAUSCA,,
so that
SDTOT, SDHAT, — BAUSCA,.
BAUSCA, was obtained from U.S. Department of
Commerce l1987b), table 14. Prior to 1970, BAUSCA,
is zero, so SDFIAT, and SDTOT, are equal.